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OpenCV 3.x with Python By Example: Make the most of OpenCV and Python to build applications for object recognition and augmented reality, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Learn the techniques for object recognition, 3D reconstruction, stereo imaging, and other computer vision applications using examples on different functions of OpenCV.

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn how to apply complex visual effects to images with OpenCV 3.x and Python
	
			Extract...
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Interconnect-Centric Design for Advanced SOC and NOC (Mathematics and Its Applications)Springer, 2004
In Interconnect-centric Design for Advanced SoC and NoC, we have tried to create a comprehensive understanding about on-chip interconnect characteristics, design methodologies, layered views on different abstraction levels and finally about applying the interconnect-centric design in system-on-chip design.  Traditionally, on-chip communication...
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Engineering the CMOS Library: Enhancing Digital Design Kits for Competitive SiliconJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Shows readers how to gain the competitive edge in the integrated circuit marketplace


	This book offers a wholly unique perspective on the digital design kit. It points to hidden value in the safety margins of standard-cell libraries and shows design engineers and managers how to use this knowledge to beat the competition.

...
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Visual Object Recognition (Synthesis Lectures on Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2011


	This lecture summarizes the material in a tutorial we gave at AAAI2008 [Grauman and Leibe, 

	2008]1. Our goal is to overview the types of methods that figure most prominently in object 

	recognition research today, in order to give a survey of the concepts, algorithms, and representations 

	that one might use to build a...
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Interactive Object-Oriented Programming in Java: Learn and Test Your Programming SkillsApress, 2019

	
		
			Gain the fundamental concepts of object-oriented programming with examples in Java. This second edition comes with detailed coverage and enhanced discussion on fundamental topics such as inheritance, polymorphism, abstract classes, interfaces, and packages. This edition also includes discussions on multithread programming,...
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End-to-End Quality of Service over Cellular Networks: Data Services Performance Optimization in 2G/3GJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
This comprehensive resource contains a detailed methodology for assessing, analyzing and optimizing End-to-End Service Performance under different cellular technologies (GPRS, EDGE, WCDMA and CDMA2000). It includes guidelines for analyzing numerous different services, including FTP, WEB streaming and POC, including examples of analysis and...
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Malware Forensics: Investigating and Analyzing Malicious CodeSyngress Publishing, 2008

	Dissecting the dark side of the Internet -- with its infectious worms, botnets, rootkits, and Trojan horse programs (known as malware)-- this in-depth, how-to guide details the complete process of responding to a malicious code incident, from isolating malware and testing it in a forensic lab environment, to pulling apart suspect code and...
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People SkillsPalgrave Macmillan, 2002

	This is a book intended for a wide readership, covering a range of occupations

	that come under the broad heading of ‘people work’. This includes health

	and social care staff, social workers, staff in professions allied to medicine,

	youth workers, counsellors, advisors, advocates, personnel officers and other

	managers,...
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C# 2010 for Programmers (4th Edition) (Deitel Developer Series)Prentice Hall, 2010

	The professional programmer’s Deitel® guide to C# 2010 and the powerful Microsoft® .NET 4 Framework


	Written for programmers with a background in C++, Java or other high-level, object-oriented languages, this book applies the Deitel signature live-code approach to teaching programming and...
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Data Mining Using Grammar Based Genetic Programming and ApplicationsSpringer, 2000

	Data mining involves the non-trivial extraction of implicit, previously unknown, and potentially useful information from databases. Genetic Programming (GP) and Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) are two of the approaches for data mining. This book first sets the necessary backgrounds for the reader, including an overview of data mining,...
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